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Abstract
Transforming growth factor β (TGFβ) is a major component of tumor-derived small
extracellular vesicles (TEX) in cancer patients. Mechanisms utilized by TGFβ+ TEX
to promote tumor growth and pro-tumor activities in the tumor microenviron-
ment (TME) are largely unknown. TEX produced by head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma (HNSCC) cell lines carried TGFβ and angiogenesis-promoting proteins.
TGFβ+ TEX stimulated macrophage chemotaxis without a notable M1/M2 pheno-
type shift and reprogrammed primary human macrophages to a pro-angiogenic
phenotype characterized by the upregulation of pro-angiogenic factors and func-
tions. In a murine basement membrane extract plug model, TGFβ+ TEX promoted
macrophage infiltration and vascularization (p < 0.001), which was blocked by using
the TGFβ ligand trap mRER (p < 0.001). TGFβ+ TEX injected into mice undergoing
the 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide (4-NQO)-driven oral carcinogenesis promoted tumor
angiogenesis (p < 0.05), infiltration of M2-like macrophages in the TME (p < 0.05)
and ultimately tumor progression (p < 0.05). Inhibition of TGFβ signaling in TEX
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with mRER ameliorated these pro-tumor activities. Silencing of TGFβ emerges as a
critical step in suppressing pro-angiogenic functions of TEX in HNSCC.

KEYWORDS
angiogenesis, exosomes, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, macrophages, small extracellular
vesicles, TGFβ

 INTRODUCTION

Adequate blood supply is of critical importance for the development, growth, and metastasis of solid tumors. The progression
of solid tumors is dependent on accelerated angiogenesis, characterized by an increased functional capillary density and ade-
quate supply of angiogenic growth factors (Carmeliet & Jain, 2011). Tumor angiogenesis is regulated by a complex network of
morphogenic and molecular pathways, soluble factors, and extracellular vesicles (EVs) (Carmeliet, 2003; Ludwig & Whiteside,
2018). Recent studies indicate that EVs are present in the tumor microenvironment (TME) and also accumulate in the plasma of
most cancer patients, including those with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) (Hong et al., 2014; Hoshino et al.,
2020; Ludwig et al., 2017). In patients with advanced HNSCC, plasma contains large numbers of EVs (in a range from 109 to 1012
particles/ml of plasma). These EVs circulate in all body fluids, including saliva (Xiao &Wong, 2012) and are enriched in tumor-
derived EVs (Sharma et al., 2020). A subset of small (30-150 nm) EVs (sEVs or exosomes) that tumor cells produce are referred
to as TEX (tumor-derived small extracellular vesicles). Recently, TEX have been of special interest as potential biomarkers in
cancer. TEX originate from the endocytic compartment of producer tumor cells and carry biologically-active factors that define
their functional activity (Sharma et al., 2020). Emerging evidence suggests that the promotion of angiogenesis may be a major
function of TEX (Lucotti et al., 2022; Ludwig &Whiteside, 2018). Specifically, TEX produced by HNSCC deliver pro-angiogenic
signals to endothelial cells (ECs) and drive the development of blood vessels (Skog et al., 2008), as demonstrated by us (Ludwig
et al., 2020; Ludwig, Yerneni et al., 2018) and by others (Sato et al., 2019).
In this study, we provide the first in vitro and in vivo evidence that TGFβ carried by HNSCC-derived TEX is a major factor in

promoting tumor progression by driving angiogenesis in the TME. Interestingly, the pro-angiogenic effects of TGFβ-enriched
(TGFβ+) TEX are not limited to direct interactions with ECs, which we previously described (Ludwig, Yerneni et al., 2018).
TGFβ+ TEX also interact with macrophages and stimulate their chemotaxis and pro-angiogenic functions in the TME. Further,
we show that the pharmacologic blockade of TGFβ+ TEX with the newly developed TGFβ inhibitor – mRER, which acts as a
ligand trap, effectively inhibits angiogenesis induced by TGFβ+ TEX as well as tumor growth in vitro and in vivo. In this context,
TEX-associated TGFβ emerges as a target of adjuvant anti-angiogenic cancer therapies aimed at inhibiting TEX-mediated effects.

 MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

. The cancer genome atlas (TCGA) analysis

The TCGA Head and Neck Cancer database was analyzed using the GEPIA2 analytical tool (Tang et al., 2019). In total, 519
cases of primary HNSCC were included in this study and compared to 44 cases of normal controls. Vesiculation-related genes
were selected based on a published gene set (Fathi et al., 2021). All other gene sets were downloaded from Molecular signatures
databases v7.5.1 (https://www.gsea-msigdb.org/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp). Expression heatmaps of defined gene sets were generated
and clustered online, and the data were downloaded for subsequent statistical analysis. TIMER version 2.0 was used to estimate
the potential association between candidate genes and macrophage infiltration using the CIBERSORT method (Newman et al.,
2015).

. Cell lines

The HPV(-) cell lines, PCI-13, and PCI-30, derived from human HNSCC were established and maintained in our laboratory
(Heo et al., 1989). HPV(-) cell line SCC9 was purchased from ATCC. HPV(+) cell lines UMSCC2, UMSCC47, and UMSCC90
were established by Dr. Thomas Carey (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI). Human UMSCC2, UMSCC47, UMSCC90,
and the murine SCCVII head and neck carcinoma cell lines, were obtained from Robert L. Ferris (UPMC Hillman Cancer
Center, Pittsburgh, PA). All cell lines were authenticated. Cells were grown in DMEM (Lonza Inc.) supplemented with 1% (v/v)
penicillin/streptomycin and 10% (v/v) FBS (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37◦C and in the atmosphere of 5% CO2 in the
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air. FBS was depleted of EVs by ultracentrifugation at 100,000 × g for 3 h and subsequent filtration using 0.22 μmfilters. For TEX
isolation, cell culture conditions were optimized as previously described (Ludwig, Razzo et al., 2019) and consistently performed.
2.5× 106 UMSCC47 cells or 4× 106 UMSCC2, UMSCC90, SCC9, PCI-13, PCI-30, or SCCVII cells were seeded with 25mlmedia
in 150 cm2 cell culture flasks. Supernatants were collected after 72 h cultures.

SVEC4-10 lymphoendothelial cells established by O’Connell and Edidin (O’Connell & Edidin, 1990) were purchased from
ATCC (Cat. #CRL-2181) and grown in the same media as cancer cell lines. J774A.1 murine macrophages were purchased from
ATCC (Cat. #TIB-67) and grown in RPMI-1640 (Gibco), supplemented with 10% (v/v) EV-depleted and heat-inactivated FBS
(Gibco) at 37◦C and in the atmosphere of 5% CO2 in the air. Same conditions were used for HaCaT cells (human immortalized
keratinocytes) which were purchased from CLS (#300493).

. TEX isolation and characterization

The detailed step-by-step protocol for TEX isolation by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and subsequent characterization
was previously published by us and analogously performed in this study (Ludwig, Hong et al., 2019). Briefly, cell culture super-
natants were centrifuged at room temperature (RT) for 10 min at 2000 × g, transferred to new tubes for centrifugation at 10,000
× g at 4◦C for 30 min, and filtrated using a 0.22 μm filter. Afterward, aliquots of supernatants were concentrated by using Viva-
cell 100 concentrators at 2000 × g. Concentrated supernatant (1 ml) was loaded on a 10 cm-long Sepharose 2-B column, and
individual 1 ml fractions eluted with PBS were collected. Fraction #4 containing non-aggregated TEX was used in all subsequent
assays.
Protein concentrations, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), tuneable resistive pulse sensing (TRPS), and western blot-

ting were used as previously described by us for characterization of TEX in Fraction #4 (Ludwig, Hong et al., 2019). The
methodology for TEX isolation and characterization was performed according to current MISEV2018 guidelines (Théry et al.,
2019) and EV preparations were routinely tested for purity, profiles, and markers.

. LC-MS/MS analysis

The analysis of TEX-associated proteins by LC-MS/MS was performed as previously described by us (Ludwig, Marczak et al.,
2019). A detailed protocol is provided in the Supplementary File #1. Themass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited
in the ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD018259.

. On-bead flow cytometry

The presence of TGFβ1 onTEXwas confirmed by on-bead flow cytometry as previously described (Sharma et al., 2018). A detailed
protocol is provided in the Supplementary File #1.

. Dot-blot analysis

Dot-blot analysis of TEXwas performed as previously described (Sung&Weaver, 2017). Briefly, various concentrations of isolated
TEX were absorbed onto nitrocellulose membranes at RT for 30 min. The membranes were blocked with 5% non-fat milk in
PBS in the absence or presence of 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 (PBST) at RT for 1 h. The anti-TGFβ1 Ab (1:1000, ab92486, Abcam)
was incubated with the membranes in PBS or PBST blocking buffer at 4◦C overnight followed by HRP-conjugated secondary
antibody incubation at RT for 1 h. Blots were developed with ECL detection reagents (GE Healthcare Biosciences).

. TGFβ bioassay

A TGFβ bioassay was used to measure levels of bioactive TGFβ based on MFB-F11 reporter cells according to the protocols
published by Tesseur et al. (Tesseur et al., 2006). Briefly, MFB-F11 cells were seeded at 4 × 104 cells/well in 96-well flat-bottom
tissue culture plates (BD Falcon). After overnight incubation, cells were washed twice with PBS and incubated in 50 μl serum-free
DMEMsupplementedwith penicillin/streptomycin for 2 h before sampleswere added. For the SEAP assay, a SEAPReporterGene
Assay Chemiluminescent kit from Roche was used according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. For some experiments,
MFB-F11 cells were pre-incubated at the indicated concentrationswithDynasore, CytochalasinD orNystatin (all purchased from
Abcam) for 1 h. Cells were washed twice with PBS and the selected tested factors were added. For other experiments, MFB-F11
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cells were pre-incubated with TGFβ inhibitors added before the start of experiments and used at the indicated concentrations
for 2 h.

. Raw-Blue™NF-ĸB reporter assay

The NF-κB expression assay was performed as previously described (Yerneni et al., 2019). Briefly, RAW-Blue™ cells (Invivogen)
were grown and maintained in high-glucose DMEM supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated FBS, 1% (v/v) peni-
cillin/streptomycin and 100 μg/ml Normicin™ (Invivogen). RAW-Blue™ cells (2× 104 per well) were seeded in wells of a 96-well
plate and treated with TGFβ inhibitors for 2 h at 37◦C. Afterwards, 10 μg TEX and as a positive control 100 ng/ml lipopolysac-
charide (LPS; Sigma-Aldrich) were added to the cells in triplicate and incubated for 24 h. After incubation, 20 μl aliquots of
conditioned media were collected, incubated with 200 μl QUANTI-blue™ reagent (Invivogen), and optical density at 655 nm
was measured using a TECAN spectrophotometer.

. TEX internalization

SVEC4-10 or J774A.1 cells (2 × 105 per well) were seeded in a 12-well plate and incubated overnight at 37◦C. TEX were labelled
with SYTO®RNASelect™ stain (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations and added to each well at the
concentration of 10 μg per well. After incubation of 0, 1, 3, 6, 24, and 48 h, cells were washed twice with PBS and mean MFIs
were acquired using Gallios flow cytometer and Kaluza 1.0 software (Beckman Coulter). TEX internalization was validated by
confocal microscopy as described by us before (Ludwig, Yerneni et al., 2018).

. Cell viability

SVEC4-10 cells (5 × 103) were seeded into wells of 96-well plates with 50 μl of conditioned medium per well and incubated for
48 h. The MTS cell viability assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Abcam).

. Cell migration

Cell migration by SVEC4–10 or J774A.1 cells was analyzed as previously described (Ludwig, Razzo et al., 2019). Briefly, 5 × 104
cells were starved in serum-freemedia overnight andwere added to the upper compartment of 24-well transwell plates with 8 μm
pore diametermembranes (Corning). Cells migrated towards the serum-freemedium or themedium supplemented with TEX or
conditioned medium in indicated concentrations, which were placed in the lower compartment. After 6 h of incubation at 37◦C,
non-migrating cells in the upper chamber were removedwith cotton swabs.Migrating cells on the lower surface of themembrane
were fixed in methanol and stained with 0.2% crystal violet (Sigma-Aldrich). The number of migrated cells was counted in a
light microscope in six randomly selected regions of interest at 20x magnification using an Olympus BX51 microscope (Olympus
America). In addition, cell migration was also analyzed in wound-healing assays. Confluent cell monolayers in wells of 48-well
plates were wounded mechanically by using pipet tips and were treated with indicated concentrations of conditioned medium.
The wound was imaged using an Axiovert 25 CFL inverted microscope at 5× magnification and analyzed using the ImageJ
software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Results are expressed as a percent of the recovery.

. Primary macrophage culture

The primary macrophage culture was previously described by us (Ludwig et al., 2020). A detailed protocol is provided in the
Supplementary File #1.

. Western blot analysis

For protein analysis, 30 μg of total protein was used per sample. Samples were separated by SDS-PAGE with a 10% dissolu-
tion gel and transferred onto a PVDF membrane. The primary antibody was anti-MMP-9 (1:1000, HPA001238, Sigma-Aldrich).
Semiquantitative analysis was performed using ImageJ.
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. Angiogenesis antibody arrays

The relative levels of human angiogenesis-related proteins in cell lysates from treated or untreated macrophages were measured
using a Human Angiogenesis Array Kit (R&D Systems Inc.). About 200 μg of cell lysate was added to the array, and the results
were analyzed with the ImageJ software.

. TGFβ inhibitors

LY2109761 is a selective TGFβ receptor type I/II (TβRI/II) dual kinase inhibitor andwas purchased from Sigma. ATGFβ antibody
(1D11) neutralizing all three TGFβ isoforms was purchased from BioXCell. The trivalent TGFβ receptor trap RER was described
by us previously and is based on the human TβRII-rat BG endoglin (orphan) domain and human TβRII (Qin et al., 2016; Zhu
et al., 2018). In this study, we used mRER, which is based on an all-murine sequence, except for linkers, which are non-natural.

. Basement membrane extract plug assay

C57BL/6 mice aged 6–8 weeks were purchased from Jackson Laboratories. Protocols for animal experiments were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee under reference number #18114203. Growth-factor depleted Cultrex® (500
μl; Trevigen) was mixed with 50 μl PBS (CTRL) or TEX (50 μg of total TEX protein in a volume of 50 μl PBS) and incubated
for 24 h on ice. Mice were anesthetized and the skin overlying the area of injection was gently shaved. Each mouse received
two subcutaneous injections (CTRL and TEX) in the midventral abdominal region, which were permitted to solidify. Randomly
selected mice received intraperitoneal injections of mRER at concentrations of 25 μg/day (mRERlow) or 50 μg/day (mRERhigh)
throughout the experiment. Plugs were harvested after 7 d and photographed. Each plug was cut into two halves; one half was
used for tissue histology and the other half was used for hemoglobin assessment as an indirect measure of vascularization. For
hemoglobin quantification implants were harvested, minced, and digested using the human tumor digestion kit (Miltenyi Biotec)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Hemoglobin content in the supernatants from the digested plugs was quantified
using Drabkin’s reagent (Sigma Aldrich) as previously described (Ekambaram et al., 2018; Robertson et al., 1991).

. -NQO oral carcinogenesis model

The 4-NQOoral carcinogenesis model was implemented as described previously (Ludwig, Yerneni et al., 2018; Razzo et al., 2019).
A detailed protocol is provided in the Supplementary File #1.

. Tissue histology

Detailed protocols of processing and staining of excised implants/tissues are provided in the Supplementary File #1. The follow-
ing primary antibodies were used: anti-CD31 Ab (1:100, #550274, BD Biosciences), anti-CD68 Ab (1:100, sc-7084, Santa Cruz),
anti-TGFβ1 Ab (1:100, ab92486, abcam), anti-phospho-Smad2 Ab (1:400, #18338, Cell Signaling), anti-iNOS Ab (1:50, ab178945,
abcam) or anti-Arginase-1 Ab (1:50, #93668, Cell Signaling).

. Statistical analysis

All quantitative data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism software (v7.0). Values are expressed as mean ± SEM. Differences
between groups were assessed by Student t test or by one-way ANOVA with post hoc analysis when appropriate. Differences
were considered significant at p < 0.05.

 RESULTS

. HNSCC cell-derived TEX carry TGFβ and angiogenesis-promoting proteins

Characteristics of TEX in #4 fractions isolated by SEC from supernatants of the HNSCC cell lines, we previously used
were described (Ludwig et al., 2020; Ludwig, Razzo et al., 2019; Ludwig, Marczak et al., 2019; Ludwig, Sharma et al., 2018;
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F IGURE  Characterization of HNSCC cell-derived TEX. (A) Representative TEM image of TEX. (B) Representative TRPS (qNano) size and
concentration distribution plot of TEX. (C)Western blots of TEX for small extracellular vesicle markers Alix, CD63, and TSG101 as well as negative markers
Calnexin and Grp94 carried by TEX; each lane was loaded with 5 μg protein of TEX lysate. (D) Characterization of TEX proteome by LC-MS/MS – shown are
detected TEX proteins associated with GO term <vasculature development> (GO:0001944); actual and putative functional interactions between these proteins
(marked with lines) were found by the STRING database (https://string-db.org). (E) The relative abundance of the selected vesiculation/angiogenesis-related
proteins in TEX produced by the 5 different HNSCC cell lines; abundances are sorted regarding deciles of all normalized signals and are color-coded (common
sEV markers CD9 and CD63 are shown for reference). (F) Analysis of gene expression of the protein signature shown in E in the TCGA data base for HNSCCs
using the GEPIA2 analytical tool. Comparison of normal solid tissue (n = 44) and primary HNSCC tumors (n = 519). (G) Correlation of the gene expression of
the protein signature shown in E with vesiculation-related genes in TCGA database for HNSCCs. (H) Correlation of the gene set
HALLMARK_ANGIOGENESIS (GSEA, Molecular Signatures Database M5944) with vesiculation-related genes in TCGA database for HNSCCs. (I)
Correlation of the gene set HALLMARK_TGF_BETA_SIGNALING (GSEA, Molecular Signatures Database, M5896) with vesiculation-related genes in TCGA
database for HNSCCs. (J) Correlation of the TGFB gene expression with vesiculation-related genes in TCGA database for HNSCCs.

Razzo et al., 2019). Figures 1A–C and S1A–E show representative data for TEX isolated from the supernatants of HNSCC cell
lines used in this study. The nanoparticle analysis showed a size distribution ranging from 60 to 140 nm, and TEX carried
TSG101, CD63, and Alix proteins but did not carry Grp94 and Calnexin, negative markers for sEVs (Figure 1A–C). These EV
characteristics were in accordance with the criteria specified by MISEV(2018) for EV studies (Théry et al., 2019).
Global proteomics profiling of TEX was performed using shot-gun LC-MS/MS proteomics. TEX produced by a panel of

HPV(+) (UMSCC2, UMSCC47, UMSCC90) and HPV(-) (PCI-13 or PCI-30) HNSCC cell lines were analyzed. This analysis
identified 494 proteins encoded by unique genes (see the complete list in Supplementary File #2). Protein content-based EV
characterization revealed a variety of EV markers consistently carried by all five HNSCC cell line-derived TEX (Figure S2).
Among the proteins identified in TEX were 35 proteins associated with the GO term “vasculature development” (GO:0001944);
interactions between these proteins are depicted in Figure 1D. Importantly, this subset of proteins consisted of 21 protein species
associated with the GO term “angiogenesis” (GO:0001525), and it included TGFβ. Thus, the proteomics analysis confirmed our
previous observations of TGFβ presence in TEX (Ludwig, Sharma et al., 2018), and it linked TGFβ to angiogenesis-related pro-
teins. A vast majority of the detected TEX proteins which associated with the vasculature development and angiogenesis were
ubiquitously expressed in all analyzed TEX specimens independently of the HPV status of producer tumor cells (Figure 1E).
To test whether this signature of pro-angiogenic proteins in TEX has clinical relevance in HNSCC, the Cancer Genome Atlas
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F IGURE  Characterization of TEX-associated TGFβ. (A) Dot blot analysis shows that TGFβ is present on the surface of TEX derived from UMSCC47
cells and is also enclosed in the vesicle lumen. (B) Representative histograms for TGFβ expression on TEX derived from UMSCC47 cells and analyzed by flow
cytometry. (C) Quantification of bioactive TGFβ at the indicated concentrations of TEX derived from UMSCC47 cells using MFB-F11 reporter cells. (D)
Quantification of bioactive TGFβ in 20 μg of total TEX protein isolated from supernatants of the indicated cancer cell lines using MFB-F11 reporter cells; 10 pg
of recombinant TGFβ1 was used as a reference. (E) The response of MFB-F11 reporter cells to TEX derived from UMSCC47 cells in the presence or absence of
the indicated EV uptake inhibitors; no differences were observed between EV uptake inhibitors alone and CTRL (data omitted for simplicity). (F) The response
of MFB-F11 reporter cells to TEX derived from UMSCC47 cells in the presence or absence of the indicated TGFβ inhibitors; no differences were observed
between TGFβ inhibitors alone and CTRL (data omitted for simplicity). All experiments were performed at least three times in triplicates. All values represent
means ± SEM; **p < 0.01 vs. CTRL;#p < 0.05 vs. TEX; ##p < 0.01 vs. TEX.

(TCGA) was used to study gene expression of this signature in HNSCC patients (n = 519). The 35 proteins which were detected
in TEX were significantly upregulated in tumor tissue compared to neighboring healthy tissue (Figure 1F). To test the correlation
between the pro-angiogenic signature in TEX and the transcriptional signatures for sEV secretion, we used a recently published
gene signature consisting of 41 genes known to be involved in sEV secretion (Fathi et al., 2021). The pro-angiogenic signature
detected in TEX significantly and positively correlated with the sEV secretion signature (Figure 1G). Also, the sEV secretion sig-
nature correlated with the hallmark angiogenesis (Figure 1H), hallmark TGFβ signaling (Figure 1I), as well as with the expression
of the TGFB gene (Figure 1J).

These results indicate that TEX released by HNSCC cells are enriched in pro-angiogenic proteins and these specific proteins
correlate with sEV secretion in HNSCC tissues. Also, sEV secretion in HNSCC may be accompanied by upregulation of pro-
angiogenic genes as well as signatures for TGFβ signaling.

. TEX carry TGFβ capable of initiating the TGFβ signaling cascade

To investigate whether TGFβ is present on the surface or in the lumen of TEX, a dot blot assay was used. Prior to the assay,
TEX were either permeabilized in 0.1% Tween-20 v/v (a mild treatment commonly used for western blots) or not permeabilized.
As shown in Figure 2A, TGFβ is detectable on the surface of TEX, and it is also present in the vesicle lumen. The detergent
used had no adverse effects on the detection of TGFβ, as its intraluminal levels were higher than surface levels in the dot blot
assay. Next, on-bead flow cytometry was used to validate the presence of TGFβ on the EV surface (Figure 2B). Bioactivity of
TEX-associated TGFβ was demonstrated in MFB-F11 reporter assays, where incubation with TEX produced by UMSCC47 cells
resulted in a concentration-dependent increase in reporter cell activity (Figure 2C). To compare levels of bioactive TGFβ in TEX
from all six human HNSCC cell lines (UMSCC2, UMSCC47, UMSCC90, SCC9, PCI-13, and PCI-30), and from the murine
HNSCC cell line SCCVII, similar co-incubation experiments of TEX with MFB-F11 cells were performed. Recombinant TGFβ1
(10 pg) served as a reference. TEX from different HNSCC cell lines contained varying levels of bioactive TGFβ: TEX produced
by UMSCC47 had the highest activity levels, while TEX from UMSCC2 or UMSCC90 had very low levels (Figure 2D). The
response in the TGFβ bioassay of each cell line correlated with the relative TGFβ abundance obtained by proteomics profiling
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 of  LUDWIG et al.

(Figure 1E). To test whether internalization by responder cells is required for the induction of TGFβ signaling, we pre-incubated
MFB-F11 cells with the inhibitors of EV uptake Dynasore (blocks clathrin- and caveolin-dependent endocytosis (Mulcahy et al.,
2014)), Cytochalasin D (blocks endocytosis (Mulcahy et al., 2014)) or Nystatin (blocks lipid raft-mediated endocytosis (Tian
et al., 2014)) prior to co-incubation of the cells with TEX. The pre-treatment with Dynasore and Cytochalasin D significantly
increased the response of MFB-F11 to TEX, whereas no differences were observed after pre-treatment with Nystatin (Figure 2E).
These results suggest that the inhibition of EV uptake leads to greater availability of TEX in the extracellular space, allowing for
more extensive TGFβ binding to receptors on recipient cells. These experiments emphasize the importance of surface-associated
TGFβ for effective intercellular signaling mediated by TGFβ+ TEX.

To evaluate whether TEX-induced TGFβ signaling in recipient cells could be inhibited by selective TGFβ inhibitors, we com-
pared the activity of the trivalent TGFβ trap, mRER, the receptor kinase inhibitor, LY2109761, and the neutralizing anti-TGFβ
antibody, 1D11. All the tested inhibitors significantly decreased TEX-induced responses in MFB-F11 cells (p < 0.05; Figure 2F).
However, mRER and LY2109761 were more effective TGFβ inhibitors compared to 1D11 Abs.

. TEX promote TGFβ-dependent chemotaxis and activation of macrophages

Since it is well known that TGFβ promotes the differentiation of non-activated macrophages into a tumor-associated
macrophage-like (i.e, M2-like) phenotype, we now focused on the interactions between TEX and macrophages. To study these
interactions, a bioinformatics approach utilizing the TCGA head and neck cancer cohort was used to correlate expression of the
vesiculation-related genes with the gene sets ‘positive regulation of macrophage chemotaxis’ (Figure 3A), ‘positive regulation of
macrophage migration’ (Figure 3B), as well as the CD gene expression (Figure 3C), a macrophage marker. All these correla-
tions were significantly positive, indicating that TEX in HNSCC stimulate the infiltration of macrophages into the tumor tissue.
Also, the pro-angiogenic signature which we detected in TEX (Figure 1D and E) significantly correlated with macrophage infil-
tration in HNSCC tissues (Figure 3D). To validate these results in functional studies, transwell migration assays were performed.
TEX were found to significantly stimulate the migration of SVEC4-10 ECs as well as J744A.1 macrophages in a concentration-
dependent manner (p < 0.01; Figure 3E and F). This effect was completely blocked by using 50 nMmRER (p < 0.05), indicating
that TGFβ is a major factor in TEX-induced chemotaxis (Figure 3E and F). mRER itself had no effect on cell migration (data
not shown). The number of migrating cells was similar for ECs and macrophages. To further highlight the chemotactic effects
of TEX-associated TGFβ, TEX derived from UMSCC47 cells carrying high levels of TGFβ (TGFβhigh) and TEX derived from
UMSCC90 cells carrying low levels of TGFβ (TGFβlow) were compared. While TEX from both sources significantly stimulated
ECmigration (p< 0.01), mRER only partially blockedmigration in TGFβlow TEX (p< 0.05). Migration of ECs towards TGFβhigh
TEX was significantly blocked by mRER (p < 0.01; Figure 3G and H). sEVs isolated from normal keratinocytes (HaCaT cells),
which were shown to have a less angiogenic profile compared to TEX (Głuszko et al., 2021), did not significantly stimulate EC
migration (Figure S3A). Flow cytometry was used to study the uptake of TEX by ECs andmacrophages. Both the cell types readily
internalized TEX; however, J744A.1 macrophages internalized significantly larger quantities of TEX at any measured time point
(p < 0.05; Figure 3I). While macrophages internalized TEX at the early time points (1-6 h), ECs internalized larger quantities
of TEX after 24 h of incubation (Figure 3I). The different levels of TGFβ in TEX did not influence their distinct uptake abilities
(Figure S3B). In aggregate, these data suggest that substantial differences exist in the optimal time as well as levels of TEX uptake
among various cells populating the TME. The Raw-Blue™ NF-ĸB reporter assay was used to study macrophage activation after
TEX treatment. TEX significantly stimulated NF-κB activation (p < 0.01) in these macrophages. This effect was inhibited by
TGFβ inhibitors (p< 0.05), indicating that NF-κB activation in macrophages by TEX is partially TGFβ-dependent. In this assay,
mRER had the highest blocking efficiency (p < 0.01; Figure 3J).

. TGFβ+ TEX reprogrammacrophages towards a pro-angiogenic phenotype and
pro-angiogenic functions

Macrophages are known to adopt different functional programs in response to the signals from the TME, a process which involves
polarization towards the M1 or M2 phenotype. In our hands, co-incubation of TEX with human primary macrophages freshly
isolated from the blood of healthy donors resulted in a significant upregulation of various surface markers, either those associ-
ated with an M1 phenotype (CD86, CD80, and EGFR) or an M2 phenotype (CD206, Arginase-1, and LAP) (Figure 4A). This
suggested that TEX promoted macrophage differentiation resulting in expression of the mixed M1/M2 phenotype in recipient
cells. However, no differences were observed for HLA-DR and IL-10 expression in these cells (Figure 4A). To evaluate the role
of TGFβ in this co-incubation experiment, we followed the fate of CD86, the M1 marker, and Arginase-1, the M2 marker, since
these markers were most drastically altered after co-incubation of primary macrophages with TEX. The same experiment was
then repeated after pre-incubating themacrophages with TGFβ inhibitors prior to addition of TEX. Inhibition of TGFβ signaling
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F IGURE  TEX interact with endothelial cells and macrophages and promote their chemotaxis. (A) Correlation of the gene set positive regulation of
macrophage chemotaxis (GSEA, Molecular Signatures Database M13699) with vesiculation-related genes in TCGA database for HNSCCs. (B) Correlation of
the gene set positive regulation of macrophage migration (GSEA, Molecular Signatures Database M25365) with vesiculation-related genes in TCGA database for
HNSCCs. (C) Correlation of CD68 gene expression with vesiculation-related genes in TCGA database for HNSCCs. (D) Correlation of CD68 gene expression
with gene expression of the protein signature shown in Figure 1E in TCGA database for HNSCCs. (E) Representative images of migration of SVEC4–10
lymphendothelial cells or J744A.1 macrophages towards serum-free media (CTRL), 2.5, 5 and 10 μg of TEX protein (derived from SCCVII cells) or a
combination of 10 μg of TEX protein and the TGFβ inhibitor mRER (50 nM). Scale bars = 100 μm. (F) Quantification of migrated cells after 6 h of incubation.
(G) Representative images of migration of SVEC4–10 cells towards serum-free media (CTRL), 10 μg of TGFβhigh (UMSCC47) and 10 μg of TGFβlow
(UMSCC90) TEX in the presence or absence of mRER (50 nM). Scale bars = 100 μm. (H) Quantification of migrated cells after 6 h of incubation. (I)
Internalization of TEX derived from the supernatant of SCCVII cells by SVEC4-10 or J744A.1 cells; internalization was quantified by flow cytometry at the
indicated time points. (H) Raw-Blue™ NF-ĸB reporter cells were treated with PBS (Neg. CTRL), LPS (100 ng/ml, Pos. CTRL), TEX from UMSCC47 cells (20
μg/ml TEX protein) and TEX in the presence of indicated TGFβ inhibitors. Experiments were performed two times in triplicates. All values represent means ±
SEM; *p < 0.05 vs. CTRL; **p < 0.01 vs. CTRL; ***p < 0.001 vs. CTRL; +p < 0.05 vs. SVEC4-10; #p < 0.05 vs. TEX; ##p < 0.01 vs. TEX.

with mRER and LY2109761 resulted in the further upregulation of CD86 (p< 0.05), whereas inhibition with 1D11 Abs showed no
effects on CD86 expression (Figure 4B). The TEX-induced upregulation of theM2marker, Arginase-1, was significantly reduced
by all three inhibitors (Figure 4C). In aggregate, these results suggest that while TEX promote expression of the mixed M1/M2
phenotype, TGFβ appears to be the TEX cargo component responsible for mediating polarization of naïve macrophages towards
the M2 phenotype. This finding was validated using the TCGA data, showing that expression of vesiculation-related genes is
associated with the infiltration of naïve macrophages (Mϕ) into HNSCC tissue, however, no clear polarization towardsM1 orM2
could be observed (Figure 4D).

Macrophages are known as important stimulators of angiogenesis in the TME due to their ability to produce pro-angiogenic
factors (Denardo & Ruffell, 2019; Ludwig et al., 2020). Therefore, angiogenesis arrays were used to analyze the pro-angiogenic
content of macrophages in response to treatments with TEX. TEX increased the quantities of several pro-angiogenic fac-
tors in macrophages, including Angiopoietin-2, MMP-9, PD-ECGF and TIMP-1 (Figure 4E). These results were validated by
immunoblotting inmacrophages treatedwith PBS (MϕCTRL), IFNγ (M1CTRL), TGFβ1 (M2CTRL) andTEX (Figure 4F andG).
Both, IFNγ and TGFβ1 stimulated upregulation of pro-MMP-9 and mature MMP-9 in comparison to naïve macrophages. TEX
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 of  LUDWIG et al.

F IGURE  TGFβ+ TEX interact with macrophages and reprogram them to a pro-angiogenic phenotype. (A) Expression of established M1- and
M2-markers was analyzed by flow cytometry in naïve human primary macrophages (Mϕ) and macrophages treated with TEX (UMSCC47-derived). (B)
Expression of CD86 by macrophages treated with UMSCC47-derived TEX in the presence or absence of the TGFβ inhibitors mRER, LY2109761 or 1D11 (all
used at 50 nM). (C) Expression of Arginase-1 by macrophages treated with UMSCC47-derived TEX in the presence or absence of the TGFβ inhibitors mRER,
LY2109761 or 1D11 (all used in 50 nM). (D) Correlation of vesiculation-related genes with infiltration of Mϕ, M1, and M2 macrophages in the TCGA head and
neck cancer cohort analyzed using TIMER2.0. (E) Cell lysates of naïve macrophages or macrophages treated with UMSCC47-derived TEX were analyzed by
human angiogenesis arrays; the arrays were quantified using ImageJ, values are normalized to reference spots on the membranes (A1, A12, and F1). (F)
Immunoblotting of MMP-9 in macrophages treated with PBS (Mϕ CTRL), IFNγ (M1 CTRL), TGFβ1 (M2 CTRL) and TEX (UMSCC47-derived). (G)

(Continues)
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F IGURE  (Continued)
Quantification of band intensities shown in F normalized to Ponceau S staining. (H) Proliferation of SVEC4-10 cells in response to the treatment with
conditioned medium from macrophages treated with PBS (Mϕ), TGFβhigh TEX (UMSCC47-derived) or TGFβlow TEX (UMSCC90-derived); proliferation was
determined after 48 h, values are presented as fold of CTRL. (I)Wound healing of SVEC4-10 cells after 12 h of incubation with PBS (CTRL) or with
conditioned medium from macrophages treated with PBS (Mϕ), TGFβhigh TEX (UMSCC47-derived) or TGFβlow TEX (UMSCC90-derived). The left panel
shows representative images 12 h after scratching; dotted lines indicate the border of SVEC4-10, scale bars = 100 μm. The right panel shows quantified data
expressed as a percent of the recovery. (J) The left panel shows representative images of SVEC4–10 cell migration towards serum-free media (CTRL) or
conditioned medium from macrophages treated with PBS (Mϕ), TGFβhigh TEX (UMSCC47-derived) or TGFβlow TEX (UMSCC90-derived); scale bars = 100
μm. The right panel shows the quantification of migrated cells after 6 h incubation. Experiments in A, B, C were performed two times in duplicates.
Experiments in F and G were performed in duplicates. Experiments in H, I and J were performed three times in triplicates. All values in this figure represent
means ± SEM. *p < 0.05 vs. Mϕ; #p < 0.05 vs. TEX.

stimulated upregulation of mature MMP-9 by ∼2.5-fold and pro-MMP-9 by ∼4.7-fold (Figure 4F and G). While TEX increased
the quantities of pro-angiogenic factors in macrophages, we previously showed that the macrophages also secreted these fac-
tors (Ludwig et al., 2020). To validate this finding in functional studies, conditioned media (CM) were collected from treated
and untreated macrophages. CM from macrophages treated with TEX enriched in TGFβ (derived from TGFβhigh UMSCC47
cells) significantly stimulated the proliferation, migration, and chemotaxis of ECs compared to CM from untreated control
macrophages (p< 0.05; Figure 4H, I and J). CM frommacrophages treated with TGFβlow TEX (UMSCC90-derived) also signif-
icantly stimulated cell proliferation and migration of ECs, however, not as robustly as the TGFβhigh group (p < 0.05; Figure 4H
and I). Similar effects were observed for tumor cells since treatment with CM from TEX-treated macrophages (TGFβhigh and
TGFβlow TEX) resulted in an increased proliferation andmigration ofUMSCC47 cells (p< 0.05; Figure S4). These results indicate
that TEX-treated macrophages may not only induce neovascularization, but also have a direct impact on tumor growth.

. TGFβ+ TEX promote TGFβ-dependent vascularization in vivo

To assess the pro-angiogenic potential of TEX in vivo, TEX mixed with growth-factor-depleted Cultrex were injected subcuta-
neously into C57BL/6 mice. To address potential species-dependent differences, TEX from a murine HNSCC cell line (SCCVII)
and a human HNSCC cell line (UMSCC47) were injected into mice. The plugs with TEX from both sources induced a grossly
obvious, enhanced vascularization, which was validated by significantly enhanced hemoglobin levels in the plugs (p< 0.001) and
the presence of CD31+ signals (Figures 5A, C and S5). Furthermore, plugs with TEX showed amassive infiltration ofmacrophages
as demonstrated by immunostaining for CD68 (Figure 5A). Control plugs (CTRL) injected with a mixture of Cultrex and PBS
were free of any signs of vascularization or macrophage infiltration. To show the relevance of TGFβ signaling in this process,
double staining for phosphorylated Smad2 (pSmad2) was performed either with CD31 for ECs or CD68 for macrophages. As
presented in Figure 5B, ECs and macrophages showed pSmad2-positive signals in the nuclear region, indicating that TGFβ
signaling was ongoing in these cell types.
To further evaluate the role of TGFβ in TEX-mediated signaling, mice received daily injections of 25 or 50 μg of the mRER

inhibitor (mRERlow and mRERhigh, respectively). The treatment of mice harboring CTRL plugs with mRER (at either concen-
tration) did not show any differences compared to CTRL alone (Figure 5A and C). The mRER treatment of mice harboring plugs
with TEX resulted in a concentration-dependent decrease of the gross vascularization, lower CD31 signals inside of plugs and a
significantly reduced hemoglobin content compared tomice which received nomRER treatment but harbored plugs with TEX (p
< 0.01; Figure 5A and C). The infiltration of macrophages was reduced by mRER treatment in a concentration-dependent man-
ner and was especially reduced in mice treated with mRERhigh (p < 0.05; Figure 5A and E). To further evaluate the phenotype
of infiltrating macrophages, double staining for CD68/iNOS was performed to quantify M1 macrophages, while double staining
for CD68/ARG1 was performed to quantify M2macrophages. The data show that M1 macrophages were significantly elevated in
TEX and mRERlow-treated mice but were significantly reduced in TEX and mRERhigh-treated mice (p < 0.05; Figure 5D and E).
Infiltration of M2 macrophages was significantly reduced depending on the concentration of mRER used (p < 0.05; Figure 5D
and E).

Our results demonstrate that TEX promoted angiogenesis in vivo and that mRER effectively inhibited these effects. The data
explicitly link the pro-angiogenic functions of TEX to their TGFβ content and TGFβ signaling. Additionally, TGFβ-rich TEX
promoted the infiltration of pro-angiogenic M2 macrophages which was blocked by mRER.

. TGFβ+ TEX promote tumor progression in a murine oral carcinogenesis model

The in vivo effects of TEX were also tested in the immunocompetent carcinogenesis model, 4-NQO, previously used by us
(Ludwig, Yerneni et al., 2018; Ludwig et al., 2021; Razzo et al., 2019). Mice spontaneously developing orthotopic tumors were
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 of  LUDWIG et al.

F IGURE  TEX promote TGFβ-dependent angiogenesis in vivo. Mice received subcutaneous injections of growth-factor depleted Cultrex®. Each animal
received 2 plugs (CTRL: 500 μl Cultrex®

+ 100 μl PBS; TEX: 500 μl Cultrex®
+ 50 μg TEX protein in 50 μl PBS). TEX derived either from SCCVII cells (TEX

murine) or from UMSCC47 cells (TEX). Plugs were harvested after 7 days. (A) Representative photographs of harvested plugs and representative images of
immunofluorescence staining for CD31 for the detection of vascular structures and CD68 for the detection of macrophages (green fluorescence); nuclei were
counterstained with DAPI (blue fluorescence). (B) Representative images of immunofluorescence staining for CD31 or CD68 (green fluorescence) in
combination with staining for pSmad2 (red fluorescence); nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue fluorescence). (C) Hemoglobin content in plugs. (D)
Representative images of immunofluorescence staining for CD68 (green fluorescence) in combination with iNOS or ARG1 (red fluorescence) and DAPI (blue
fluorescence). (E) Histology-based quantification of macrophage infiltration into plugs. The following phenotypes were quantified: CD68 positive cells,
CD68/iNOS double-positive cells, and CD68/ARG1 double-positive cells. Black scale bars = 1 cm. White scale bars = 100 μm. Data are presented as means ±
SEM. ***p < 0.001 vs. CTRL; ##p < 0.01 vs. TEX; +p < 0.05 vs. TEX; &p < 0.01 vs. TEX.

sacrificed at week 25 of 4-NQO treatment, as indicated in Figure 6A. Tumors developed on the tongue of the mice, starting
with dysplastic lesions at week 16, early carcinomas at week 18, and advanced carcinomas at week 20 (Figure 6A). TEX isolated
from supernatants of HNSCC cell lines were injected intravenously at week 18 (i.e., time of the first carcinomas appearance;
Figure 6A), TEX with high levels of bioactive TGFβ (PCI-13-derived), low levels of bioactive TGFβ (UMSCC90-derived) and
murine TEX (SCCVII-derived) were used (see Figure 2D). TEX from all three sources increased number of tumors and the
total tumor volume per mouse compared to control mice not injected with TEX, however, only SCCVII-derived TEX induced
statistically significant differences (p < 0.05; Figure 6B and C). In contrast, mRER which was intraperitoneally injected daily
starting on week 18, significantly reduced the number of tumors and total tumor volumes (p< 0.05; Figure 6B and C). The levels
of TGFβ expression in tumors were unaffected by treatment with UMSCC90- or SCCVII-derived TEX and were slightly lower
after treatment with mRER but were significantly enhanced by treatment with PCI-13-derived TEX relative to control mice (p
< 0.05; Figure 6D and E). TEX from all three sources significantly increased levels of vascularization in 4-NQO tumors com-
pared to control mice not injected with TEX (Figure 6F and S5; p < 0.05) as also previously described by us (Ludwig, Yerneni
et al., 2018). The greatest increase was observed in mice treated with PCI-13-derived TEX and the lowest increase after treatment
with UMSCC90-derived TEX, and these results correlated with TGFβ levels carried by the respective TEX (Figures 2D and 6D).
The examination of macrophage infiltration indicated that tumors treated with TEX carrying high TGFβ levels (PCI-13- and
SCCVII-derived) were infiltrated with significantly larger numbers of M2-like (CD68+/ARG1+) macrophages than control mice
ormice treatedwith TEX carrying lowTGFβ levels (i.e., UMSCC90-derived TEX; Figure 6D andG). Levels of infiltratingM2-like
macrophages were reduced in mice treated with mRER (Figure 6D and G). These data show that TGFβ levels in TEX deliv-
ered intravenously to tumor-bearing mice determine the ability of tumors to progress, accelerate angiogenesis and also induce
infiltration of macrophages with the tumor-invasive M2 phenotype.
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F IGURE  TGFβ+ TEX promote reprogramming of macrophages of tumors in 4-NQO-treated mice. (A) A schematic is provided for 4-NQO oral
administration in water for the initiation of oral carcinomas. Green arrow indicates time-point for intravenous injection of TEX or daily intraperitoneal
injections of mRER into mice. (B) Number of tumors per mouse at the experimental end-point. (C) Aggregate volumes of tumors in mm3 per mouse at the
experimental end-point. (D) Representative immunofluorescence staining of tumor sections at week 27/28 from the various indicated treatment cohorts for
CD31 and CD68 (green fluorescence), TGFβ, iNOS, and ARG1 (red fluorescence) and counterstaining of nuclei with DAPI (blue fluorescence). Scale bars = 100
μm. (E) Quantitative analysis of immunofluorescence staining for TGFβ. All data are expressed as the percentage of the area positively stained from the region
of interest (% ROI). (F) Quantitative analysis of immunofluorescence staining for CD31. All data are expressed as the area positively stained from the region of
interest (% ROI). (G)Histology-based quantification of macrophages at the border zones of the tumor. The following phenotypes were quantified: CD68
positive cells, CD68/iNOS double-positive cells, and CD68/ARG1 double-positive cells. Values represent means ± SEM. *p < 0.05 vs. CTRL; #p < 0.05 vs.
number of CD68+/ARG1+ cells in CTRL.
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 DISCUSSION

The current literature amply illustrates the significant and varied roles of TGFβ in cancer progression (Batlle &Massagué, 2019).
The Yin/Yang effects of TGFβ as the tumor suppressor or the tumor promoter have been extensively documented and may be
dependent on the tumor type, stage, aggressiveness, or various host factors (Syed, 2016). Like many other solid tumors, HNSCCs
produce, express, and release TGFβ into body fluids. Previous reports have shown that TGFβ carried by TEX induces Smad-
dependent signaling and pro-tumor reprogramming in the TME (Webber et al., 2010). Specifically, TEX-associated TGFβ was
shown to trigger the formation of tumor-associated fibroblasts, alter immune cell functions, and initiate pre-metastatic niche
formation (Costa-Silva et al., 2015; Hong et al., 2014; Webber et al., 2010). In this study, we focused on the pro-angiogenic role
of TGFβ+ TEX. These small, virus-size EVs were isolated from supernatants of HNSCC cell lines (Ludwig, Yerneni et al., 2018).
Unlike EVs in cancer patients’ plasma, vesicles produced by cultured tumor cells are “pure” TEX, and they serve in this study as
an experimental model for TGFβ+ TEX accumulating in cancer patients’ plasma or the TME.

Our proteomics analysis of TEX showed that TGFβ is among the proteins participating in the promotion of angiogenesis in
HNSCC. As angiogenesis is the sine qua non of the tumor development and progression, TEX-associated TGFβ emerges as a sig-
nificant component of the tumorigenesis. Interestingly, the angiogenesis-promoting TGFβ pathwaywas induced by TEX not only
in ECs but simultaneously in other cell types known to reside in the TME, such as macrophages. Thus, TEX-associated TGFβ
can induce a direct pro-angiogenic pathway in ECs and/or reprogram macrophages to a pro-angiogenic phenotype and indi-
rectly promote angiogenesis. Such reprogramming of macrophages in the TME by TGFβ+ TEX was also reported by Costa-Silva
et al. (Costa-Silva et al., 2015). However, while these data suggest that macrophages stimulated by TEX acquire an M2 pheno-
type, the TEX-induced reprogramming from M1 to M2 might not always be complete, resulting in a mixed M1/M2 phenotype.
Specific molecular mechanisms involved in the reprogramming of macrophages by TGFβ+ TEX require further analysis. Nev-
ertheless, by ready access to all cells in the TME, TEX carrying TGFβ are likely to be highly effective in reprogramming cellular
functions, especially when these cells express TGFβ receptors. For instance, CD4(+) and CD8(+) T cells might be affected by
TEX-associated TGFβ signalling since the injection of TGFβ+ TEX into tumor-bearing 4-NQOmice decreased their infiltration
abundance in the tumor tissue (Razzo et al., 2019).
TEX released by solid tumors, including HNSCC, are known to carry multiple proteins or miRNAs that promote tumor

progression (Ludwig & Whiteside, 2018). Recent literature suggests several TEX-associated factors which are involved
in the reprogramming of macrophages in HNSCC including miR-9 (Tong et al., 2020), CMTM6 (Pang et al., 2021),
CDC37/HSP90α/HSP90β (Ono et al., 2020), PD-L1 (Yuan et al., 2022) or THBS1 (Chen et al., 2018). While these reports are not
focused on the pro-angiogenic functions of macrophages, we were able to show that TEX-associated adenosine is also involved
in the generation of pro-angiogenic macrophages in HNSCC (Ludwig et al., 2020). Thus, TEX carry signals able to activate vari-
ous molecular pathways which contribute to macrophage reprogramming. The involvement of additional factors besides TGFβ
was also emphasized in our experiments since TGFβlow TEX still possessed considerable biological activity that was only par-
tially inhibited by mRER. It will be important to study potential synergies between the TGFβ pathway and pathways of the other
discovered factors to potently block the TEX-induced effects in HNSCC.
The in vitromechanistic and in vivo studies of TGFβ+ TEXweperformed illustrate angiogenesis promoting and tumor-growth

enhancing activities of TEX inHNSCC.We showed that TGFβ is not only present on the surface of TEX but is also detected in the
vesicle lumen. While the surface-associated TGFβ is signaling-competent and may be mostly responsible for inducing recipient
cell reprogramming, intra-vesicular TGFβ is carried and delivered to near and distant sites in a protected, stable form (Whiteside,
2016). It has been suggested that vesicular membrane-associated proteins may be more stable than their soluble counterparts
(Ludwig, Marczak et al., 2019) and thus may have stronger bioactivity. However, future studies need to carefully address the
possibility that inhibition of endocytosis, as shown in Figure 2E, may impact the recycling of TGFβ receptors from the cell
surface. Increased levels of TGFβ receptors present at the cell surface might also increase cellular responses to TEX-associated
TGFβ.
In performing the described experiments, we strived to avoid potential effects of species-dependent differences betweenhuman

and murine TGFβ+ TEX. Therefore, in all in vitro assays, TEX and recipient cells were species matched, and for in vivo assays,
murine TEX served as controls. Mature human TGFβ1 shares 99% amino acid identity with mouse TGFβ1 and demonstrates
cross-species activity as previously observed (Derynck & Miyazono, 2017). Also, TGFβ stimulation in human and murine cells
activates common biological processes and pathways at the transcriptional level (Abnaof et al., 2014). Active TGFβ1 can be
detected in human and murine TEX; however, to the best of our knowledge, no distinct species-dependent characteristics of
TGFβ+ TEX were reported in the literature.
While clustering of the tumor cell lines based on the levels of active TGFβ in TEX was functionally relevant, we were unable to

detect any clear differences between the pro-angiogenic functions of TEX isolated fromHPV(+) and HPV(-) HNSCC cells lines.
The proteomic cargo components as well as the results of the functional in vitro and in vivo assays did not reveal significant
differences in TEX produced by these cell lines. The results are counterintuitive in the light of recent studies reporting major
differences in the TME, the immune landscape, and the therapeutic aspects of HPV(+) versus HPV(-) HNSCC (Cillo et al.,
2020; Eberhardt et al., 2021; Ferris et al., 2021). Our previous studies showed that the TEX protein profiles resemble those of
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respective parent HPV(+) or HPV(-) tumor cells, and that this distinct protein profile might reflect distinct immunoregulatory
functions (Ludwig, Sharma et al., 2018; Ludwig, Marczak et al., 2019). Therefore, future studies are necessary to compare TEX
produced by tumor cell lines and circulating total EVs in HPV(+) and HPV(-) samples, derived either from tumor biopsies or
isolated from cancer patients’ blood.
A large body of evidence suggested that targeting angiogenesis could provide a clinical benefit in the treatment of solid tumors

and, therefore, two major categories of agents have been developed to target this pathway: antibody-based agents and VEGF
receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) (Hyytiäinen et al., 2021; Munn & Jain, 2019). While the US Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) approved several anti-angiogenic agents to treat solid tumours, there are no FDA-approved anti-angiogenic drugs
for HNSCC, although these cancers arise in highly vascularized tissues (Salem et al., 2021). Most clinical studies did not show
benefit of angiogenesis inhibitors in HNSCC treatment and additionally, angiogenesis inhibitors were associated with consid-
erable toxicity (Hyytiäinen et al., 2021). Nevertheless, newer results are more encouraging and, therefore, novel anti-angiogenic
agents and combinatorial treatment strategies are under intense investigation. Specifically, the combinations of immune check-
point inhibitors with anti-angiogenic agents are actively being pursued, including ongoing phase II trials of ramucirumab plus
pembrolizumab and bevacizumab plus atezolizumab in recurrent/metastatic HNSCC (NCT03650764, NCT03818061) (Micaily
et al., 2020). In view of these developments, perhaps the most important results that emerge from our preclinical experiments
relate to in vivo blocking of TEX-induced angiogenesis andmacrophage infiltration into the tumors by a novel TGFβ trap, mRER
(Qin et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2018). mRER, which binds to TGFβ1, β2, and β3 isoforms and blocks their respective interactions
with the cognate receptors, inhibited signaling of TGFβ+ TEX in vitro and in vivo. This mRER-mediated silencing of TGFβ sig-
naling not only confirms that TEX binding to cells is the receptor-ligand interaction, but it also introduces mRER as a promising
inhibitor able to reverse the adverse pro-angiogenic stimuli delivered by TGFβ+ TEX. Our data showed that among the known
TGFβ inhibitors, mRER had the best potential for inhibiting pro-angiogenic and tumor growth-promoting effects of TGFβ+
TEX. Given the multifaceted role of TGFβ in driving malignant progression, for example by increasing tumor invasiveness and
metastasis, the blockade of TGFβ in HNSCC appears promising also indicated by the significant reduction of tumor burden
below the control group in 4-NQO mice. Analogous to our findings, previous studies reported that RER inhibited early-stage
tumorigenesis and tumor cell invasion inmurine PTEN-deficient prostate glands (Qin et al., 2016). Also, RERwas shown to block
chemotherapeutics-induced TGFβ1 signaling and enhance their anti-cancer activity in gynecologic cancers (Zhu et al., 2018). The
therapeutic assessments of TGFβ inhibitors, such as mRER, that target not only soluble but also membrane-tethered isoforms
of TGFβ carried by TEX are in progress (Kim et al., 2017; Qin et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2018). The future clinical use of TGFβ
inhibitors will require the selection of agents that are safe and inhibit functions of most forms of TGFβ, including those carried
by TEX accumulating in body fluids of patients with cancer. The expectation is that such inhibitors in combination with current
therapeutic approaches, including the PD-L1 blockade (Ludwig et al., 2021; Mariathasan et al., 2018), will be highly effective in
improving response to therapy and may represent a new category of anti-angiogenic agents.
The role of TEX in the promotion of tumor progression is of great current interest, as is the development of strategies for

silencing metastasis-promoting TEX (Bhatta et al., 2021). Our results emphasize the key pro-angiogenic role of TGFβ+ TEX
and the importance of suppressing TEX-mediated pro-tumor/pro-angiogenic activities for anti-tumor strategies. TEX have been
reported to carry biologically-activeVEGF (Ko et al., 2019; Skog et al., 2008) in addition to TGFβ, PD-L1 (Sharma et al., 2020), and
other proteins or miRNAs facilitating tumor progression (Ludwig & Whiteside, 2018). This emphasizes the critically important
pro-tumor role TEX play in cancer and the need for therapeutic silencing of circulating TEX. Inadequate therapeutic benefits
of anti-angiogenic agents in patients with HNSCC suggest that more effective inhibitors of angiogenesis or novel combinatorial
therapies are needed (Hyytiäinen et al., 2021).
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